Speaking at Yorkshire and the Humber
Regional Conference 2020
100% online for the first time!
Hopin navigation
On the Hopin platform, the menu bar appears on the left.

Main Stage or Auditorium
Watch the debates and speeches.
Members can vote on motions via polls
(within Hopin).
Training
Training is only for party members to view
and is run simultaneously alongside the
auditorium sessions. You can find more
details in the Conference Agenda.

Voting
Only registered members can vote at
conference. Voting will be available through
Hopin and the polling function.
Conference Chat
In each auditorium session there will be a
chat feature enabled, which allows attendees
to post their views and comments about
Events on the Main Stage.

The chat is public and visible to everybody:
bear this in mind when posting. All comments
in the chat must be respectful, lawful, and in
Networking
keeping with the Members’ Code of Conduct,
Chat with a randomly selected participant and
accessible here:
share common interests. If you wish to
www.libdems.org.uk/code-of-conduct
contact a particular individual to chat with
The chat will be moderated, and if your post
them or have a live video link, please click
does not meet the required standards of
onto ‘people’ next to the ‘chat’ function
behaviour, sanctions start with post deletion,
on the top right and find the person you wish
and more serious breaches may lead to you
to connect with.
having your conference privileges revoked.

If you are part of the Conference Programme and are speaking
Here's what you need to do to make sure everything goes seamlessly.
- this is a dedicated place where you meet before going
live and start sharing your presentation. This will have been emailed to you prior to the start
of Conference.

Ÿ When it's time for your presentation, head to the backstage with the link provided
to you by the Organizer of the event.
Ÿ Click Ask to Share Audio and Video at centre of the Backstage screen
Ÿ You'll need to give browser permissions to use your camera and mic
Ÿ The Organizer receives your request to participate and once approved, you will
appear on the Backstage screen with video and audio on

Currently you are not live yet and the event attendees cannot see you at the moment.
This is the perfect time and place to run final checks. Once all is set, the Organizer will click
Broadcast and you will be live within 15 seconds.
Use the Backstage Chat tab to let the Organizer know you're there or in case toggled to
Backstage, otherwise the full event will see your message.
While participating on the Backstage, you can turn off your camera and mic using the
controls at the bottom of your screen. This will make you disappear from the event Stage for
attendees completely, even though your gray avatar is still showing in the Backstage. It's a
sneaky way to transition smoothly between speakers.

